Kelly Nylander, Madeline Clemens, Lindsey Iden, and Peter Driver arrive at the News Station for Channel 27 Action News, as the new interns learning about being a news anchor and a strong journalist, gaining experience in the field. Channel 27 news focuses on the small town of Pokenville and its daily, uninteresting events.

Rumors begin to circulate in the news station that one of the new interns will replace long term running co-anchor Carly Ardman, who is suffering from emotional instability. This rumor quickly begins to stir rivalry between the new interns as they scramble for opportunity and impress Maria Anton, the New station manager, and Dave McMullin, the news anchor.

Kelly, Madeline, and Lindsey fight and sabotage each other through a series of antics: wrong addresses for interviews, changing scripts to be read on air, messing with stories, sabotaging air time. Peter, the awkward intern, is used by them because all his new stories are complete flops.

No one can get a good story because of the constant competition, but finally breaking news lands (a local robbery) and the girls will do anything to get the story. They fight and struggle until eventually none of them can get the story. Peter comes in and takes the story as well as the job.

**Character Breakdown:**

News anchors:
Carly Ardman- Early 30s, late 20s. Suffers from nervous breakdowns after a special on Christmas Crafts went horribly wrong.
Dave McMullin- Early 30s, late 20s. The star and leader of Channel 27. Very arrogant and can’t stand any of the interns; he believes he should have a solo spot on Channel 27.
Maria Anton- Early 30s, late 20s. News Station Manager. Extremely particular, perfectionist
Jamie Parks- Mid 20s, Maria’s assistant. Closet alcoholic just trying to get through her day

Interns:
Kelly Nylander- overachiever, high strung. Believes she will be the next big thing in the news world.
Madeline Clemens- Goofy and quarky Hyper, excitable. She likes to exaggerate her stories for effect. 
Lindsey Iden- Very aggressive, isn’t afraid to hurt someone (Literally) to rise above others. 
Will Driver- Awkard, nerdy, pretty absent minded. No one knows exactly why he wants to work news. 

6 citizens to be written in that are interviewed and guest stars on Channel 27. Just locals in Pokenville

Extras for being on set and citizens.